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Bill’s Arrival in Dessau,  
April 1927

Max Bill always remembered that morning when, coming from the station 
in Dessau, he was suddenly confronted by the Bauhaus—he had never 
seen anything like it: white walls and large, dark glass façades and a stu-
dent residence with balconies and “minium-red doors.” Max’s folio sub-
mission had been accepted and he was able to enroll for the summer se-
mester, which began on 20 April 1927, a few days after Malevich’s visit. 
His matriculation number was 151.244

Looking back at his early days at the Bauhaus, Bill wrote (in a cur-
riculum vitae from around 1930): “Bauhaus in Dessau. Initially keen study 
of mathematics, structures, etc. Theoretical exercises with Kandinski, 
Klee, Moholy-Nagy, Albers.”245 Much later on, looking back in 1978, he 
wrote: “Teaching at the Bauhaus, particularly in the preliminary course 
led by Josef Albers, largely consisted of questioning everything known 
and replacing it with new problematics. Above all in Albers’s classes, and 
later on in Moholy-Nagy’s classes, each person tried to produce some-
thing that was unlike anything that had ever been done before, which he 
then had to justify and discuss in a group situation. . . . In addition to these 
experiments we had elementary design theory with Wassily Kandinsky 
and then with Paul Klee. . . . So at the Bauhaus theory, experimentation, 
and practice always interconnected dialectically, and what’s more, this all 
took place in a community of students, masters, and guests, the like of 
which has scarcely been seen since.”246

“Insight through Experience”— 
Josef Albers

Although Max Bill had almost completed an apprenticeship at the Kunst- 
gewerbeschule in Zurich, he first had to take a foundation class at the Bau-
haus, since that was obligatory for everyone in their first semester. So he 
had to start from the basics again. The preliminary course director was 
Josef Albers, who was just twenty years older than Bill. Having studied 
painting in the class of Franz von Stuck in Munich—like Kandinsky and 
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View from the Prellerhaus balcony  
at the Bauhaus in Dessau. Foreground, 
from left: Ursula Schneider, Anni Albers, 
Gunta Stölzl. Standing below: Max Bill, 
unidentified man. Seated below, from 
left: Bruno Streiff, Shlomoh Ben-David 
(Georg Gross), Gerda Marx, unidenti- 
fied man, 1927
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Looking Back at Dessau

On 4 April 1928 a performance of Kurt Weill’s opera Der Zar lässt sich photo- 
graphieren was presented at the theater in Dessau. The young Max Bill 
was in the audience, because Weill’s one-act opera was preceded by  
Mussorgsky’s Pictures from an Exhibition in an avant-garde production by 
Bill’s teacher, Kandinsky, who also designed the sets.
A few months later, toward the end of August 1928 the Dreigroschen- 
oper, with music by Kurt Weill, was premiered in Berlin, not Dessau.  
It was a sensational success. “Suddenly Kurt Weill was world famous. . . . 
Having written the music for Bertolt Brecht’s Dreigroschenoper and  
for his Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, he was now known  
and admired not only in Germany but in the entire world of new music— 
or derided, because of the trouble caused by these topical, socio- 
critical works.”608

That performance of Pictures from an Exhibition was a memorable ex-
perience for all those present, and it impressed both Max Bill and Paul 
Klee. The original score was based on “sixteen pictures, probably realis-
tic watercolors, which Mussorgsky translated into pure music, not pro-
gram music but Kandinsky created stage designs stemming from the 
same root, that is to say, he devised pictorial counterparts to the music by 
replicating the movement of the musical phrases in colorful forms and an-
imated plays of light. Dancers appear in only two scenes. . . . At the first 
espressivo three long vertical strips appear in the background. They van-
ish. At the next espressivo red is introduced from the right (double color). 
Then, from the left, green. The middle figure emerges from a recess. It is 
illuminated with an intense colored light.”609 

On 13 March 1993 Max Bill and I attended a reconstruction of that per- 
formance of Bilder einer Ausstellung with replicas of Wassily Kandinsky’s 
sets, presented by the ensemble Der rote Kreis at the Theaterhaus  
Gessnerallee in Zurich; we both liked it a lot.

As a student at the Bauhaus, Bill occasionally visited Berlin, 
but he never went to Weimar, although he was aware that this was where 
Walter Gropius’s Märzgefallenen-Denkmal had been built. It is illustrated 
and described in a Bauhaus booklet published in May 1922: “The Märzge-
fallenen-Denkmal at the cemetery in Weimar was constructed in memory 
of workers in Weimar who lost their lives during the attempted coup in 
March 1920; it was designed by Walter Gropius and unveiled on 1 May 
1922.” At the time Gropius was “one of the most active members of the 
revolutionary Worker’s Council for Art and vigorously promoted his re-
formist ideas.”610
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Max Bill, Poster for Wohnausstellung 
Neubühl, 1931, letterpress, linocut, 
and layout, 128 × 90.5 cm

Binia Bill, Max Bill’s Lettering  
for the Zett Restaurant and the 
Roxy Bar, 1932

Max Bill, Cover design for information 2 
(July 1932)
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Binia Bill, Max Bill working on  
unendliche schleife in the Swiss Pavilion 
at the Milan Triennial, 1936




